
 

**Automation Studio 5.2 Library Do** Automation Studio 5.2 has been released with some new features and updates. Here, we
will briefly show you the 100+ new Library Do actions that are now available for you to use in your automation scripts.

Each one of these actions is like a recipe for how to automate different tasks in Automation Studio and some can even be used
on their own! Below is a quick list of the 10 most commonly used ones:

1- `Unit Counter`: Counts up or down by 1 unit depending on what is selected by the script parameter: [-] or [+] [number] [unit]
[start value] [end value]. 2- `Frequency Counter`: Counts up or down by 1 unit depending on what is selected by the script
parameter: [-] or [+] [number] [unit] [start value] [end value]. 3- `Hour Counter`: Counts up or down by 1 hour depending on
what is selected by the script parameter: [-] or [+] [number] [unit] [start value] [end value]. 4- `Minute Counter`: Counts up or
down by 1 minute depending on what is selected by the script parameter: [-] or [+] [number] [unit] [start value] [end value]. 5-
`Second Counter`: Counts up or down by 1 second depending on what is selected by the script parameter: [-] or [+] [number]
[unit] [start value] [end value]. 6- `Amperage Counter`: Counts up or down by 1 amp depending on what is selected by the script
parameter: [-] or [+] [number] [unit] [start value] [end value]. 7- `Meter Counter`: Counts up to 10 meters depending on what is
selected by the script parameter. It will retry if there is a difficulty reading the sensor it self. 8- `Fuel Counter`: Counts up to 10
liters depending on what is selected by the script parameter. It will retry if there is a difficulty reading the sensor it self. 9-
`Temperature Counter`: Counts up to 30 degrees Celsius depending on what is selected by the script parameter. It will retry if
there is a difficulty reading the sensor it self. 10- `Distance Counter`: Counts up to 10 meters depending on what is selected by
the script parameter. It will retry if there is a difficulty reading the sensor it self.

Automation Studio 5. 2 has a new feature called Task Group, which allows users to group multiple tasks together so that
administrators can quickly see what automation jobs can be run simultaneously. With this, administrators will have the ability to
manage the scheduling of jobs across all managed servers. In addition, administrators will now have the ability for users to
assign run levels for their job cards.

Administrators may also choose to select all members of a group and assign permissions by clicking on the checkbox next to
each user once they are selected. This way can give certain users administrative privileges over other users and provide more
flexibility when assigning permissions.

Below is a list of other features that were added: 1- Automation Studio 5.
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